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1. INTRODUCTION 
Differential operators generated by a differential expression 
Ir = -Yy” + QWY 
and various boundary conditions have been considered extensively in the past 
few years, for example, by Naimark [8] and Krall[4, 51 on the interval [0, co) 
and by Kemp [2] on the interval (-co, 03). In 1954, Naimark [8] considered 
the differential operator LB generated by the differential expression 
Zy = -y” + q(x) y, where s: ers 1 q(x)) dx < co for some 4 > 0,O ,( x < co 
and the boundary condition y’(0) - By(O) = 0, where 0 is a fixed complex 
number. In 1965, Krall [5] considered the differential operator L generated 
by the differential expression Zy = -y” + q(x) y, where jr 1 q(x)/ dx < 00, 
0 6 x < co and the boundary condition lz K(X) y(x) dx = @y(O) - ay’(O), 
where K(x) is in L2(0, co) and 1 01 I2 + ) /3 I2 # 0. The adjoint operator L* 
of L is generated by 
lg = 3” + !T(x)g - P&(X) 
and the boundary condition &(O) - Gg’(0) = 0, where pU = g(O)/E or 
ps = g’(O)/p or both depending on which is defined. It is not possible for the 
operator L to be a self-adjoint operator unless K(x) = 0 identically on [0, CO), 
because the function K(x) appearing in the boundary condition of the opera- 
tor L arises in the adjoint differential expression and the boundary condition 
j?g(O) - &g’(O) = 0 of th e a joint d operator L* has no integral terms. This 
work of Krall motivates us in this paper to seek a possible self-adjoint operator 
which generalizes the operator L. 
* This paper is part of a doctoral dissertation written under the direction of A. M. 
Krall, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania. 
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Consider a differential-boundary expression of the form 
IY = Y” - 44 (%Y(O> + a2Y’(oN, 
where h(x) EL~(O, co), 0 < x < cc and j a, I2 + ] us I2 # 0. Denote by D 
the set of those functionsf(x) defined on [0, cc) and satisfying 
(1) f(x) is in complex L”(O, co), 
(2) f’(z) exists and is absolutely continuous on every finite subinterval 
LO, 4 of LO, a), 
(3) If(x) is inP(0, co). 
Let K(x) be an arbitrary complex valued function in P(O, co), and let b, and 
b, be complex numbers such that / b, I2 + j b, j2 # 0. Denote by D, the 
set of those functions f(x) satisfying 
(1) f(x) is in D, 
(2) s; &4fc4 c&x = W(O) - b2f’W 
Define the operator L, by LKf(x) = If(x) for all f(x) in D, . 
In this paper we shall discuss the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of L, and 
derive the Green’s function of Lx + h. Moreover, using the Green’s func- 
tion G(x, 5, X), we find the adjoint operator LK* of LK . The main purpose 
of this paper is to show how K(x) and h(x) in the operator LK affect the form 
of the adjoint operator L,*. 
As a remark at the end of this paper, it is explained that L, is an operator 
which generalizes the operator L defined by Krall [5]. 
2. THE SOLUTIONS OF y” + hy = h(x)(a,y(O, s) + a2y’(0, s) AND 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS OF LK 
LEMMAS. Iff=l++s~,-~,#0,whereh~12=~=~+iT,~a~d 
T are reals, 7 > 0 and 
01= 
s 
a “““” h(x) dx, 
o 2is 
then y” + Ay = h(x) (a,y(O, s) + a,y’(O, s)) has a solution 
which is in L~(o, a). 
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Proof. The homogeneous equation Z” + Ax = 0 has two linear indepen- 
dent solutions 
.q = @, z2 = e--is=, 
Considering y” + Ay = h(x) (a,y(O, s) + a,y’(O, s)) as a nonhomogeneous 
equation and applying the method of variation of parameters, one obtains 
y(x, s) = cleisZ + c2e-isx + eisx L5 !I$ h(5) d&lY(O, 4 + %Y'(Q s)) 
_ e-is5 
s 
z eiS' (2.2) 
o z m? dEhY(O, 4 + a,y'(O, s>), 
where c1 and cs are constants. y(x, s) is in L2(0, co) only when 
c2 = 
Upon substituting c, in (2.2), y(x, s) is given by 
y(x, S) = cleisZ + eisa 
s z f2 W) &%Y(O, 4 + u,y’(O, 4) 
o 2is 
+ &S@ Iam g h(t) dt(u,y(O, s) + a,y’(O, s)). 
(2.3) 
If c, = 0, y” + hy = h(x) (u,y(O, s) + u,y’(O, s)) has either a trivial solution 
or a non-L2 solution. Let us set cl # 0. From (2.3), we find 
1 + 2isa!412 is - Yvh 4 = 
5 
Cl 2iscq 9 y'(0, s) = 
[ Cl - (2.4) 
Substituting (2.4) into (2.3) and setting c, = 1, the equation 
Y” + AY = 44 (UlY(O, 4 + a,y’(O, s)) 
has an Lz solution which is given by 
For the proof of y E L2(0, OO), see [S, p. 1301. 
(2.5) 
We note thaty” + Ay = h(x) (u,y(O, s) + a,y’(O, s)) has either no solutions 
or two linear independent solutions, 
eisx 
when 5 = 0. 
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We shall discuss in this paper only the case 5 # 0 and a, + isa, # 0. The 
case, 5 # 0 and al + isa, = 0, will not be investigated here, since the 
procedure is similar to the aforementioned case and simple. 
THEOREM 1. For the eigenvalue problem L,y + hy = 0, the eigenvalues are 
X = s2, where Im s > 0 and s is a solution of 






om g K(x) dx, 
V1(X, s) = e-isz 
s $ g h(f) d[ + edsz 1: $ 43 dS. 
Proof. Using (2.5) we see that 
b, y(O, 4 - by’(O, s) = 
b, - isb, + 2isor(a,b, + a,b,) 
5 
(2.7) 
Upon substituting (2.5) and (2.7) into the boundary condition, 
s m K(x) y(x) dx= b,y(O) - by’(O), 0 
one obtains 
2N’ + jom K(x) vl(x, s) dx(a, + isa,) - (b, - isb,) - 2isol(a,b, + a,b,) = 0, 
(2.8) 
and the eigenvalues of L, are X = s2, where Im s > 0 and s is a solution of 
(2.8). 
The eigenfunctions y(x, s), corresponding to an eigenvalue X = s2, are 
given by (2.1). 
Define a function p of a variable s by 
m 
/I = 2isS + 
a, + isa, 
s 5 0 
K(x) vl(x, s) &, _ b, j isb, _ 2i=4((llb; + 44 I
(2.9) 
With the function j3, (2.8) can be written as 
/3[ = 0. (2.10) 
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3. THE GREEN’s FUNCTION FOR THE OPERATOR LR + h 
Suppose now that the number h = s2, where Im s > 0, is not a root of the 
equation /I = 0. Thus, the resolvent RA exists. Let the function f lie in the 




LKY +xy =f. 
Using similar arguments of Lemma 1, the differential-boundary 




where A is a constant. 
From (3.1), we find that 
= @I - %) + (+b, + a24) 2isa A + b, + isb, O3 efsf 
5 !. I o =fW dt- 
(3.2) 
Upon substituting the expression (3.2) of b,y(O, s) - b,y’(O, s) and y(x, s) 
of (3.1) into the boundary condition, Jz K(X) y(x) dx = b,y(O) - b,y’(O), 
and solving for A, we have 
x dx s om gf (0 dt 
f (6) d4 + e-fsz fzm g f (5) d[] dx 
(3.3) 
bl + isb2 
+ Bf: I 
m eisC 
o xf(O d!t* 
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Changing the order of integration of the second term of (3.3) and substituting 
A into (3.1) and simplifying it we have 
Ax, 4 = Jam [-$- e is2 e i.96 _ L eiasw2(& g + 
B 
‘1 + isb2 1_ eiszeisE 
I% 21s 
Y(% + isa,) 1 
+ f: 
z wl(x, s) eisC -
a, + isa, 
PC 
%(X7 4 %(t,s) 
1 
+ 2i$ 
(bl + isb,) (a, + i-2) 
t2 
w (x s) eipE + a, - i% 
17 2is5 
0,(x, s) eisE 1 
X f(t) d-f + Lm & ei8+>e-is5if([) d(, (3.4) 
where 
w2(x, s) = e-isz 
I 
m t? K(f) dt + eiss j”= g 
z 2is K(5) dt, P 
and 
Y = - 
a, - isu, co 




, x > 5, 
ei8Ee-isx 
7 x < E. 
We shall set 
Vl(x, 6, A) = -& &@E + -$ al +5isu2 wl(x, s) eisE 
- L eid%,(t, s) - 
a, + isu, 
B 85 
%(X, s) %(ll s) 
1 4 + isb, 1 + z p5 e*8xe~sC + 2isp (4 + isb2) (a, + isu2) 
t2 
q(x, s) eisC 
2:> al -[isa, I wl(x, s) eisE, (35) 
and 
V,(x, f, A) = & .@z>e-isr(. (3.6) 
The Green’s function G(x, t, A) for L, + X is given by 
G(x, 5, ~9 = v,(x, 64 + vdx, 4,4. (3.7) 
Thus, we have arrived at the following result. 
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THEOREM 2. If L,y + Ay = 0 has only the trivial solution, then for any 
function f (x) in L2(0, co), th ere exists a solution of the equation L,y + Ay = f. 
The solution is expressed by 
Y(X, 4 = foa G(x, f, 4f (5) d6. 
4. THE ADJOINT OPERATOR LK* OF LK 
The adjoint operator L,* ofL, exists when the domain D, ofL, is dense in 
L2(0, co). 
THEOREM 3. If 1 b, Ia + 1 b, I2 # 0, then the domain DK of LK is dense in 
L2(0, c0). - 
Proof. See [4, Theorem 1.11. 
In addition to the assumptions [ # 0 and a, + &a, # 0, we shall assume 
that a,b, + a,b, # 0. The adjoint operator LK* of LK will be found by 
using the Green’s function G(x, [, A). 
LEMMA 1. If g is in the domain of LK*, then 
gi@ = fom WA f, 4 (L* + @g(x) dx. (4.1) 
Proof. If A is not an eigenvalue of LK , we have 
I m WK + 4 r(x)1 gi@ dx 0 (4.2) 
= j-= K-L + A) y(&ll [SW G(x, 6, A) (Lx* 4 A)&) dJc] df, 
0 0 
for all y in DK . Since the range of LK + X is dense in L2(0, co), it follows 
g(s) = la W, f, 4 (LK* + A) g(x) dx. (4.3) 
LEMMA 2. If g is in the domain of LK*, then 
-G&G = g”(5) -I- K(S) lrn i [eisz + a1 : isa v,(x, s)] (LK* + @g(x) dx. 
(4.4) 
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proof. Differentiating (4.1) twice with respect to 5, and simplifying it 
we get 
gi?iF) = --K([) joa $ [eisz + ” :isuz 0,(x, s)] (Lo* + X> g(x) dx +Lm 
(4.5) 
which yields (4.4) when (4.5) 
-_ 
is solved with respect to L,*g(e). 
LEMMA 3. If g is in the domain of LK*, then 
s [ ,y $ eisz + a1 +( zSaz +, s)] (LK* + X) g(x) dx 
zzz 
a,b, “+ a&, g(o) + a$, T a&, “(O)* 
(4.6) 
Proof. Let 
q(x, s) = eisr + 
a, + isa, 
5 
q(x, s). 
Using the definition (4.7), VI(x, 5, A) can be written as 
+ bl + isb, 
2isj3[ 
y(x, s) eisC 
+ 
al - isa, a1 - isa, 
2is(a, + isa,) 
2+(x, s) eisf - 
2is(u, + isa,) ezszeisE’ 
Evaluating g(o) from (4.1), we find 






6 + 4 + ish + Ph - isa,) 
2is5 22s(a, + isa,) 1 
+ f @YLK* + X) g(x) dx Ial Tisa2/ , 
and differentiate gm of (4.1) and evaluate g’(o), then we have 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
g’(0) = jam q(x, s) $ (LK* + X) g(x) dx 
X I pr + iss + ‘1 + isb, + B(al - is’,) I 2 25 2(a, + isa,)\ (4.9) 
eisx(LK* + J) g(x) dx 
1 
-“! 




D,l = & + iss + bl + i4 + Bh - isad 
2 25 2(% + &J ’ 
D,, = a2 
a, + isa, ’ 
D,, = -a: 
a, + zsuZ ’
Consequently, (4.9) can be written as 
g(o) = 41 lrn $ %(x, 4 (LK* + X) g(x) dx + D,, lrn eis5(LK* + A) g(x) dx, 
and 
g’(o) = 41 Lrn i %(x, 4 (LK* + X) g(x) dx + D,, La eisz(LK* + I) g(T4yi, 
Calculating the coefficient determinant 
of the simultaneous equation (4.10), it yields 
Q,D,, - D,,D,, = - a;b$?; , 
1 
and solving (4.10) for the first integral, we get 
s ,,m j- dx, s, cLK* + 8 k’(x) d  = ulb, 4 a,bl g(o) + alb, T azbl g’(o), 
which completes the lemma. 
Combining the result of Lemma 3 with Lemma 2, we have the following. 
LEMMA 4. If g is in the domain of LK*, we have 
LK*g(5) = g”(5) + K(t) [ alb, 5 a&l g(o) + ulbz ; & g’(o)/ . (4.11) 
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We are now in a position to find the condition for which the function g in 
the domain of the operator L,* satisfies. Multiplying the first equation of 
(4.10) by 
b, - 
4 + e$, ’ 
the second equation by 
and adding, we obtain 
- 
a,b, 4: a,b, g(o) + alb, : azb, g’O 
m 
s [ 
2isS - b, + isb, zz 
0 
~(B(a, + isaz) I (LK* + x)g(x) ~:12) 
Let 
F(x~ s, = 
2% - bl + isb, 
B(a, + isa2) (4.13) 
It is easily shown that F(x, s) is in D. If F(x, s) is in DK , the right side of 
(4.12) can be written as 
s m K-b +Wx, $1 g(x) dx, 0 
for all g in DK*. We wish to show that F(x, s) is in D, . 
LEMMA 5. F(x, s) is in DK . 
Proof. Using (4.13), one obtains 
b,F(O, s) - b,F’(O, s) 
= (- b, + isb, + 2isS) [b, - isb, + (albz + a&J 2isol] _ b, - isbz 




m K(x) F(x, s) dx 
0 
= (-b, + isb, + 2isS) [b, - isb, + (albz + a,&) 2isd b, - isb, - 
Ha, + is4 5 a, + isa, ’ 
(4.15) 
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which shows that F(x, s) satisfies the boundary condition 
s m w$Y(X) dx = b,Y(O) - b,y’(O); 0 
thus, P(x, s) is in DK . 
Applying F(x, s) to the operator L, + h, it yields h(x), i.e., 
(LK + h)F(x, s) = h(x). 
From Lemma 5 and (4.16), we conclude that 
(4.16) 
___-- 
j- F(x, s, (LK* + 8 g(X) dx = f= [(LK + A) F(x, s)] g(x) dx 
0 0 




Combining (4.17) with (4.12), we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. If g is in the domain of LK*, then g satis$es 
s om h(x) gm dx = -a,b, “; a,bl .a3 +a,b, 1 Q,bl g’(0). (4.18) 
With the lemmas proved above the following results are obtained. 
THEOREM 4. The adjoint operator L,* of LK is generated by the expression 
and the boundary condition 
s 
m%@g(x)dx=-=-61. 
0 alb2 + azbl 
COROLLARY 1. The operator LK is self-adjoint if and only if 
a,b, + a2bl = - 1; 
a, , a2 , as and a4 are reals; and h(x) = K(x). 
The Green’s function G(x, k, A) derived in this paper satis$es the homogeneous 
equation y” + Ay = h(x) (a,y(O) + a,y’(O)) and the boundary condition 
m K(x) y(x) dx = b,y(O) - b,y’(O), 
aS QfU?lCtiO?l Of X. 
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EXAMPLE. On the interval [0, co), consider the system 
Ir = Y” - ~-“(2y(0) + y’(O)), s m e-%y(x) dx = y(0) + y'(0). (4.20) 0 
It is a self-adjoint system. Let us define the operator L,-, by L,+y = ly 
for all y in L2(0, co), which satisfy the boundary condition of (4.20). 
The Green’s function G(x, 5, h) = G(x, E, - 1) for the operator Lee, - 1, 
where X = - 1 is not an eigenvalue of Lee, , is given by 
G(x, t> 4 = G(x, 5, - 1) = Vdx, 5, - I) + I/‘&, 5, - l), 
where 
Vl(x, (, - 1) = - f e-xe-E + + xe-“e-E + $ e-x[e-E - $ xe-x:5e-*, 
and 
I/,(x, 5, - 1) = - i e+ez(. 
Remark. The results obtained in this paper can be extended over the case 
Zy = y” - g(x) y - h(x) (a,y(O) + a2y’(0)), where Jr I n(x)/ dx < 00 and 
h(x) is in L2(0, co), merely by substituting appropriate functions for eisx 
and episx throughout. 
Consider the two equations y” - q(x) y + Xy = 0 and y” + hy = 0, 
where h = s2, s = (T + in, o and 7 are reals and 7 > 0. y” - p(x) y + hy = 0, 
has two linear independent solutions yl(x, s) and y2(x, s). As x -+ co, we have 
yl(x, s) = eisr[l + o(l)], yl’(x, s) = eisr[is + o(l)], ya(x, s) = e-isz[l + o(l)] 
and y2’(x, s) = e-isz[- is + o(l)]. Th e solutions yr(x, s) and y2(x, s) have the 
same behavior as eisx and e-is” respectively, as x---f co. The Wronskians 
WY&, 4, ~~(3, 9) and JQisz, e-isa) are both equal to -2is. Therefore any 
of the results for the case Zy = y” - h(x) (a,y(O) + u,y’(O)) can be trans- 
lated to analogous results for the case 
bJ = Y” - !mY - 49 (%Y(O) + a2r’(W 
simply by substituting yr(x, s) for each occurrence of eisr and y2(x, s) for each 
occurrence of e@%. 
For example, substituting yl(x, s) for eisz and y2(x, s) for e@sx in (2.1), we 
obtain an L2 solution 
Y(? s> = Y&, 4 + [y2(& s) jzm hi? h(t) d-t + y&, s) j; ‘+ h(5) df] 
X 
[ 




5 = 1 + isa, 
I m ‘w h(x) dx - a, 1: yw h(x) dx, 0 
of the equation y” - q(x) y + Ay = h(x) (a,y(O, s) + a,y’(O, s)). 
Consequently, this paper can be considered to be an extension of the work 
of Krall and for simplicity, Q(X) = 0 was chosen in this paper. 
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